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Abstract 

 
This essay discusses land control grabbing by sugarcane and oil palm agribusinesses as a 

means and an effect of a new extractivist political economy orchestrated from the oligarchic, 

yet transnationalized, post-colonial power in Guatemala. This political economy is anchored 

and steered from a distinctive government rationality delegitimizing non-compliant 

economic, ecologic cultural and political practices. Under this rationale, different land control 

grabbing mechanisms result in different directions of change in land use, property relations, 

and labor regimes, which reassign control over local land-based wealth. On the whole, the 

politics of land control grabbing are profoundly shaped by both, enticing and coercive 

dominant government tactics, as well as by socially differentiated perceptions of the way and 

extent to which subsistence security is violated. Placed-based, everyday practices of 

resistance intertwine with advocacy politics in the economic, ecologic, cultural and political 

domains to advance a different life project. Indigenous people from different classes of labor, 

genders, and generations mobilize around a collective ethnic- and class-based identity. From 

this non-unproblematic mobilizing discourse, struggles to defend access to and control over 

territorial land resources are embedded in the wider claim to govern land resources and 

populations under a different, non-extractivist rationale. Local indigenous groups and 

grassroots organizations engage with militant rural social movements to gather support, and 

augment the political impact of their struggle beyond the local fronts. Concomitantly, their 

place-based resistances allow for the relocalization and base-amplification of militant rural 

social movements, while opening possibilities for the latter to develop an intersectional 

mobilizing discourse and a more comprehensive claim for different life projects. 

 

 

Keywords: Guatemala, land control grabbing, extractivist political economy, government rationality, 

politics, rural social differentiation, rural social movements.  
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Introduction 

 
Agricultural and other ‘land-produced and land-based resources’ (hereinafter ‘land resources’) 

are outstandingly and distinctively back in the world politico-economic context of convergent 

financial, energy, food and environmental crises. Crisis- and resource scarcity-related discourses 

laid a fertile ground for food, feedstocks, agrofuels, timber, minerals, oil and biomass complexes 

to (re)emerge and/or gain momentum as “global hubs of capital accumulation” (Borras et al. 

2012) to serve the needs of “a (minority) global class of consumers distributed across an 

increasingly multi-centric global food [and other agro-commodities] system” (McMichael 

2012:5). Demand from these global hubs of capital accumulation has prompted, unevenly though 

across North and South, rural and urban milieus, a wide range of contentious corporate land 

resources deals. These deals, which are commonly referred to as ‘land grabs’ or ‘large-scale land 

investments’, depending on the ‘anti’ or ‘pro’/‘pro-but’ political standpoints, have led multiple 

agents across and within the state, overseas development agencies, academy, corporations, 

NGOs, social movements and (less often) concerned local populations to engage in vivid debates 

about the impacts, risks and opportunities brought about by these corporate land resources deals. 

 

In engaging with such debates, this article reflects on the political dynamics of contemporary 

agrarian change in Guatemala on the basis of results from research conducted between 2006 and 

2011 in particular geographical and historical conjunctures (Hart, 2002: 818) where land grabs 

by sugarcane and oil palm agribusinesses have been and are under way. Research in these 

milieus tried to overcome the analytical constrains of what Borras et al. (2012) consider both 

‘narrow’ and ‘too broad’ definitions of land grabbing. From the former point of view, land grabs 

are just understood as large-scale land acquisitions involving foreign governments and 

undermining food security of a country. From the later one, all kind of land transactions are 

included, blurring then land resources grabs within small- and medium-scale everyday forms of 

dispossession by socio-economic differentiation (Borras et al., 2012: 847, 851). Therefore, we 

will build here on Borras et al.’s understanding of land grabbing as “capturing control of 

relatively vast tracts of land and other natural resources through a variety of mechanisms that 

involve large-scale  capital  that  often  shifts  resource  use  orientation  into  extractive  

character, whether for international or domestic purposes, as capital’s response to the 

convergence of food, energy and financial crises, climate change mitigation imperatives, and 

demands for resources from newer hubs of global capital” (2012:851, stress added).  

 

Accordingly, we will explore contemporary mechanisms for land grabbing in Guatemala from a 

‘control’ perspective, considering the ‘scale of capital’ involved in the deals, and their 

‘extractive’ rationale. This take has, then, three analytical implications. First, we view the 

mechanisms for grabbing ‘control’ over land resources as “practices that fix or consolidate forms 

of access and exclusion for some time” (Peluso and Lund 2011:668). As we will further argue, 

these practices are highly determined in Guatemala by the ‘bundle of powers’ enabling (or 

constraining) the abilities of different agents to gain, maintain and control their access to land 

resources beyond legally-sanctioned property rights (Ribot and Peluso 2003). Second, we are not 

as much interested in accounting for land grabs on physical terms as we are in shifting control 

over land-based wealth. Thus, we will focus more on the scale and character of the capital 

involved than in the number of control-grabbed hectares (Borras et al. 2012:851). Third, the 
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change of resource use orientation into extractive character characterizes most of the multiple 

land resources control grabs converging in Guatemala
2
. This is also the case of the 

predominantly large-scale, agroindustrial sugarcane and oil palm plantations discussed here. As 

we will show, forest and peasant-farmed lands are put under intensive and extensive production 

of sugarcane and especially of oil palm. These are both ‘flex-crops’ subject to “multiple uses 

(food, feed, fuel, industrial material) that can be easily and flexibly inter-changed” (Borras et al. 

2012:851). Thus, these flex-crops serve the needs for raw materials (or relatively little 

industrialized inputs) of several of the aforementioned global hubs of capital accumulation. It is 

under this rationale, then, that land-based wealth is extracted from the producing territory and 

redirected towards distant national and international capital owners. 

 

Nonetheless, land control grabs by the sugarcane and oil palm agribusinesses are far from being 

just an incidental outcome of the overarching determination of these global hubs of capital 

accumulation over the Guatemalan countryside. Arguably, land control grabs are more a means 

and an effect of a new extractivist political economy carefully orchestrated from the very core of 

the post-colonial oligarchy. The “newness” of this extractivist political economy, emerging from 

the mid-2000s onwards, lies in two distinctive and intertwined features. On the one side, it is 

being conceived and unfolded through complementary ‘political’ and ‘economic’ logics of 

power in capitalism (see Arrighi 1994, Harvey 2003, 2005 and Wood 2003) instead of through 

the subjugation of one of these logics to the other, as in previous historical junctures. On the 

other side, the new extractivist political economy is anchored and steered from a particular, 

dominant government rationality delegitimizing non-compliant/non-functional economic, 

political, ecologic and cultural practices. In doing so, the cultural and subjective domains become 

the battlefield of dispute of the symbolic power underpinning ‘non-aligned’ agro-ecological 

knowledge and governing practices (including customs) of populations in target territories. It is 

in this way that a functional but socially legitimate vision of the world is produced an imposed 

(Bourdieu, 1986: 21).  

 

Thus, our approach to the politics of land control grabbing aims at bringing together “discourses 

and struggles around culture (often the focus of ethnic, gender and other movements for 

identity); environment (the interest of environmental justice movements); and diverse economies 

(the concern of social and economic justice movements)” (Escobar, 2008: 15). Within this 

relational framework, we will first give some critical insights on the extractivist political 

economy of the sugarcane- and oil palm-related land control grabs. In so doing, we will deal with 

Bernstein’s critical agrarian political economy questions: “who owns what? who does what? who 

gets what? what do they do with it?” (2010a:22), considering also “what do they do to each 

other? in order to capture the relational and political side of property and labor regimes, labor 

processes and structures of accumulation” (White and Dasgupta 2010:600). By stressing that 

“the  emergence  of  specific  labor  regimes  is  not inevitable but  the  product  of politics” 

(White et al. 2012: 622) we will understand the labor regimes as “specific methods of mobilizing 

labor and organizing it in production, and their particular social, economic and political 

conditions” (Bernstein, 1988, in White et al., 2012: 622). 

 

                                                           
2
 In the fields of agriculture, tourism, mining, oil extraction, economic and logistical corridors, logging, carbon 

trading, cattle ranching and, not unimportantly, to wash money from drug-trafficking 
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Further, we will also discuss how this new extractivist political economy from the mid-2000s 

onwards is in fact enabled by and enabling distinctive changes in the Guatemalan state’s version 

of a neoliberal ‘government rationality’. With this intention, we build on Foucault’s broad 

definition of ‘government’ as the ‘conduct of conducts’, that is, as “a form of activity aiming to 

shape, guide or affect the conduct of some person or [group of] persons” (Gordon, 1991: 2)
3
. 

However, in order to avoid deterministic views of power as:  

 
“Shaping completely other’s conduct (as slavery, for instance), Foucault defined power as 

‘actions on others’ actions’, that is, it presupposes rather than annuls their capacity as agents. 

[Hence] although power is an omnipresent dimension in human relations, power in a society 

is never a fixed and closed regime, but rather and endless and open strategic game [subject, 

therefore, to] its ‘strategic reversibility’, or the ways in which the terms of governmental 

practice can be turned around into focuses of resistance, or the way the history of government 

as the ‘conduct of conduct’ is interwoven with the history of dissenting counter-conducts” 

(Foucault, 1978 in Gordon, 1991: 5). 

 

Government as practice entails, then, “the right manner of disposing things so as to lead […] to 

an end which is ‘convenient’ for each of the things that are to be governed, [and thus], to a 

plurality of specific aims” (Foucault, 1991: 95, stress added). ‘Things’ are rightly disposed, from 

this standpoint of government as practice, through the employment of “tactics rather than laws, 

and even [through the use of] laws themselves as tactics-to arrange things in such a way, through 

a certain number of means, that such and such ends may be achieved” (ibid, stressed added). 

Indeed, we will argue how both coercive and enticing means inform the dominant governmental 

rationality tactics aimed at controlling and ruling over land resources and population (labor) not 

only materially, but also symbolically. A ‘rationality of government’ will entail, accordingly, “a 

way or system of thinking about the nature of the practice of government (who can govern; what 

governing is; what or who is governed), capable of making some form of that activity thinkable 

and practicable both to its practitioners and to those upon whom it is practiced” (Gordon, 

1991:3).  

 

From our particular analytical take on politics it is worth stressing that Foucault applied the 

notion of ‘government’ to the governing of the self and others in different domains of the 

individual and social life, and not only to government as exclusive practice of the state. Thus, 

“government as an activity could concern the relation between self and self, private interpersonal 

relations involving some form of control or guidance, relations within social institutions and 

communities and, finally, relations concerned with the exercise of political sovereignty” (Gordon 

1991:2). This is a crucial distinction because, acknowledging the tensions, varieties and disputes 

within each of them, we will be dealing here with basically two broad, ideal-type and so far 

opposing (even if still mutually constitutive) government practices and rationales. There is, on 

the one side, a dominant rationale of governing populations and resources under a new 

                                                           
3
 Note that we are engaging here with Foucault’s notion on the  concept of (modern) ‘government’ without 

necessarily extrapolating to the Guatemalan case his geographically and historically situated definition of the ‘liberal 

government rationality’, emerging from the eighteenth century onwards in western Europe. In fact, we build more 

on a ‘Foucaultian’ than in a ‘Foucaultist’ analytical take on governing population and (land) resources.  
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‘extractivist rationality’. This is essentially shared across different state institutions (including 

overseas development agencies), concerned corporate agents, local institutions of different 

nature, some NGOs, some scholars and part of the indigenous, rural populations involved in the 

land deals. On the other hand, there is a subaltern rationale of an arguably more ‘reproductivist’ 

character (though not necessarily isolated from the market). This rationale is shared in general 

terms, but with important nuances, among a series of socially differentiated groups and 

grassroots organizations from concerned indigenous rural communities, and among a variety of 

rural social movements and their diverse allies (ranging from those part of NGOs, different 

Churches and scholars, to those which are part of some overseas development agencies and even 

of the state itself). 

 

This article will initially sketch the sugarcane and oil palm industries in Guatemala. We will 

analyze their investment strategy as an instrument and effect of aforementioned new extractivist 

political economy, shaping and shaped by the dominant contemporary government rationality in 

Guatemala. We will subsequently observe the land use changes and the shifting control over 

land-based wealth prompted in specific milieus as a result of different land control grabbing 

mechanisms. We will then discuss how different land control grabbing mechanisms impact on 

property relations in the Guatemalan countryside. Previous neoliberal land reform, land titling, 

and agricultural policy and political economy environment strategically enabled the wave of 

current changes in property relations associated to the agribusinesses’ investment strategy. This 

investment strategy brought about a flexibilized labor regime which character, employment 

dynamics and implications for gender and generational divisions of labor in rural households will 

be also addressed subsequently.   

 

Overall, particular processes of social differentiation are deepened or unfolded under economic, 

political, cultural and symbolic logics of power. We will discuss how social differentiation 

largely influence the (micro)politics of change in land-based social relations. Indeed, the flexible 

labor regime in the sugarcane and oil palm plantations erodes the abilities of different groups of 

indigenous, rural dwellers to access to land resources and more generally to farming (even on 

leased or borrowed land). This intertwines with contemporary overtly enticing but coercive when 

necessary forms of political, cultural and symbolic domination to lead different indigenous rural 

dwellers’ groups to believe that subsistence minimums (Scott 1976) are being economically, 

ecologically, politically, culturally and symbolically violated.  

 

The article will conclude by pointing out, first, that practices of resistance to the dominant 

extractivist political economy are increasingly mediated by closing and/or narrowing possibilities 

for moral-economic negotiations even on the minimum subsistence as individuals, families and 

peoples. It will then reaffirm how different social groups from within concerned indigenous, 

rural populations strive for engaging their historically and geographically constituted everyday 

practices of resistance in multiple domains of social life, with advocacy politics. This is done 

within and beyond the local front, through often non-unproblematic alliances with militant rural 

social movements and other progressive agents. In this sense, practices of resistance strive to go 

beyond ‘dissenting counter-conducts’ against the dominant government rationality tactics to 

amalgamate into the claim for a different (own, in the last instance) rationale of governing land 

resources and populations. 
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The agribusinesses’ investment strategy within the new extractivist political 

economy and government rationality 
 

248,000 and 102,000 hectares of sugarcane and oil palm were harvested in Guatemala in 2011 

and 2010.
 4

 This may seem small, but it represents the potential to cover a large portion of the 

countryside. Guatemalan government considers over a million hectares suitable for sugarcane 

and oil palm production - 20% and 37% respectively of Guatemala’s arable land. Export 

revenues from sugar and crude palm oil increased in 108% and 587% respectively between 2000 

and 2010. Ethanol export-revenues grew 67% between 2006 and 2010. 
 

The benefits of this export boom are concentrated in a few domestic agrarian and financial 

capitals, landed oligarchic (and creole
5
) elites and cash-abundant drug-barons. All of them, in 

different but interconnected ways, play a major role in current land resources control grabbing. 

International financial capital also plays a key role in these industries beyond speculatively 

(though often volatilely) pushing up the world prices of the different outputs of the sugarcane 

and the oil palm. Sugarcane agribusinesses in Guatemala receive up to 93% of their credits in US 

dollars during 2011 (http://en.centralamericadata.com accessed on 19 April, 2012). Besides, one 

of the main players in Guatemala’s oil palm industry was until December 2011 a locally 

incorporated subsidiary of a USA agrodiesel producer owned by Goldman Sachs and The 

Carlyle Group (see Solano 2010). Furthermore, international financial institutions are also 

supporting the flex-crop agribusinesses’ investment strategy beyond discursive, regulatory and 

infrastructural support. The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) granted US$150 million to 

“sugar and bioenergy companies and exporters [especially] in Guatemala, Nicaragua, Dominican 

Republic, El Salvador and north-eastern Brazil” (IDB January 16, 2009). By December 2011, the 

International Finance Corporation of the World Bank Group and the IDB had granted up to US$ 

222 million in loans to the biggest Guatemalan sugarcane agribusiness to allow its going offshore 

in a “Trans-Latina” fashion (ECLAC 2006, Borras et al. 2012:860): purchasing land, mills and 

distilleries in Honduras, Nicaragua and El Salvador, and developing a joint-venture with major 

Colombian and Brazilian sugarcane agribusinesses to build a distillery-mill complex in Brazil. 

 

Considering the former dynamics, we argue that investment by sugarcane and oil palm 

agribusinesses in Guatemala is being steered by a common, two-fold strategy. On the one hand, 

they are temporally deferring their investment by allocating current booming-revenues to high-

cost/long-term endeavors (including land, mills and distilleries). On the other hand, they are 

(re)adapting new territories for expanding agroindustrial cultivation of sugarcane and oil palm. 

Thus, similarly to fellow contemporary extractivist capitals in Guatemala (e.g. mining 

corporations, see Holt-Giménez 2008) the investment strategy of the flex-crop agribusinesses is 

simultaneously steered by both economic and political logics of power in capitalism.  

 

                                                           
4 

70% of total production of both sugar and crude palm oil, and 90% of total production of ethanol, were exported in 

2010.  
5
 Guatemala has an estimated 2011 population of near 14 million people (INE 2002). It includes 24 peoples: twenty-

two Maya, the Xinka, the Garifuna, and the Ladinos which include all the population who does not consider being 

neither indigenous nor Creole (who distinctively in the Guatemalan case claim to be direct European descendants).  

http://en.centralamericadata.com/
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In short, we argue that this new extractivist political economy differs from the overwhelmingly 

political (or extra-economic) one of direct and coercive territorial command with the purpose of 

appropriating labor and natural resources, which underpinned export plantation models during 

colonial times and (arguably) even until the mid-1980s. It is also different from the orthodox 

neoliberal political economy, mainly articulated through enticing economic forms of surplus 

appropriation through labor and credit markets as well as through globalized commodity value 

chains. The new extractivist political economy in Guatemala is a synergic blend of the former 

and the later; of overtly enticing but coercive when necessary government tactics under 

economic and political logics of power. It is an expression of the orthodox neoliberal political 

economy reshaped under current world-historic juncture of convergent crises, and thus eager to 

achieve higher place-based control of land resources. It is constitutive of a new government 

rationality which, in longing for legitimation, has to steer conducts in less openly coercive ways 

than during colonialism and the post-colonial traditional estate system. 

 

Accordingly, on the one hand, “the molecular process of capital accumulation” (Harvey 2003: 

26) is articulated through the value chains of aforementioned land resources-related global hubs 

of capital accumulation. This economic logic of power is enabled by uni-, bi- and multilateral 

trade, investment, energy and intellectual property agreements and policy instruments 

mushrooming from the mid-1980s onwards but distinctively molded by contemporary needs for 

capital accumulation and energy security, as well as by climate change mitigation imperatives
6
. 

Augmenting these international agreements there is an array of domestic normative and policy 

frameworks, and a bundle of financial and fiscal subsidies to support the investment strategy of 

the flex-crop agribusinesses and fellow extractivist corporations (see Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2008 

and 2011). Among them, the (de jure) exemption of the agribusinesses from the value added tax 

on their export sales and their (de facto) exemption from the land tax are very telling of the 

character of the government rationality in a state with a fiscal contribution to GDP below 10%. 

Not surprisingly, the labor share in Guatemala’s GDP decreased from 33.4% in 2001 to 30.6% in 

2009 and the capital share grew from 38.2% to 40.7% during the same time span
7
. 

 

On the other hand, the investment and trade system is growingly subject to critical vigilance by 

human rights, agrarian, environmental and cultural justice movements as well as by specific 

actors and agencies within the United Nations or the Inter-American Human Rights System
8
. 

Thus, even though the “global reach of capital makes it (increasingly?) dependent on  local  

concentrations of  extra-economic  power” (Wood 2006:32), territorial command is to be exerted 

in (at least) less overtly coercive ways. As Bernstein argues, “the economic and social power of 

capital, rooted in a system of property and commodity relations, has to be secured through its 

political and ideological rule, exercised -universally but not exclusively - through the state” 

                                                           
6
 With current Doha Round negotiations literally frozen at the World Trade Organization, the most relevant of these 

agreements are arguably the “Dominican Republic-Central America-USA Free Trade Agreement” (DR-CAFTA), 

the “EU-Central America Association Agreement”, USA’s “American Clean Energy and Security Act”, EU´s 

“Renewable Energy Directive”, the “2020 Central American Sustainable Energy Strategy”, or the “2008-2017 

Central American Common Agricultural Policy”. See Alonso-Fradejas et al 2008 and 2011. 
7
 While the poverty head-count ratio reaches 61-62% (INE 2011), income inequality by the Gini index peaked 

53.7% in 2006 and undernourishment afflicts 65.9% of the indigenous-rural population (ICEFI-UNICEF 2012).  
8
 See APRODEV, CIDSE, CIFCA, FIAN and Vía Campesina 2011; OHCHR, 2012; Anaya, 2011; De Schutter, 

2010; and IACHR, 2010. 
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(2010a:16). Accordingly, recent territorialization strategies developed by the Guatemalan state to 

control land resources and populations should intervene “in the delicate balance of social and  

economic processes no more, and no less, than is required  to adjust, optimize  and sustain  

them” (Foucault  1991, in Li 2007:277 stress added). Contemporary government practices in the 

realms of labor, social policy (conditional cash transfer programmes) and especially land and 

natural resources are very telling of the enticing character of current territorialization strategies 

in Guatemala (even though coercion and violence are not just a nightmare from the past, as we 

will discuss further on). 

 

One crucial territorialization strategy has been the enforcement of a Market Assisted Land 

Reform (MALR) from the 1996 Peace Accords onwards to “advocate for voluntary transactions 

between ‘willing sellers’ and ‘willing buyers’ and the removal of various ‘distortions’ from land 

and agricultural markets” (Lahiff et al. 2007:1,417). Since then, a Land Fund (FONTIERRAS) 

was developed under the tutelage of the World Bank that grants subsidized credit, financial 

support and technical assistance to groups of landless and near landless families and manages the 

official land regularization and titling programme, together with the National Cadastral Registry 

from 2005 onwards. FONTIERRAS was able to redistribute just 4% of the arable land to less 

than 5% of the (near)landless families from 1997 to 2008. Many of the families which accessed 

to land through a FONTIERRAS credit have already sold, and most of those who have not are 

incapable of coping with their (growing) debt with FONTIERRAS. There are several reasons 

behind these regressive outcomes of the MALR in Guatemala
9
, among which the farming 

difficulties due to both the often low quality/over-utilized lands redistributed and the economic 

difficulties for peasant farming under structural adjustment conditions are of great relevance. 

 

But while FONTIERRAS’ outcomes regarding land redistribution are a great fiasco, those on 

land titling have been paradoxically successful. The historical claim of indigenous and peasant 

populations to better maintain and control their access to land through a state-sanctioned 

document was narrowly rendered under the neoliberal government rationality as a claim for 

individual freehold land titling (over other legally-binding forms of ownership
10

) in order to 

generate private property rights over tenured land (without considering other alternative and 

legally-binding land tenancy and use rights). Accordingly, many community lands over which 

farming rights used to be collectively distributed were split up, privatized and titled under 

individual property rights. By incorporating indigenous and peasant populations into the 

neoliberal ownership society (Ybarra 2010) conditions were set for “safe property rights [to] 

allow for markets to transfer land towards more efficient uses and producers” (World Bank 

2007:138, emphasis added). This has resulted in the legal dispossession of the indigenous 

peasantry, and not necessarily for the sake of ‘productive efficiency’ as we will further argue. 

 

                                                           
9
 The Gini coefficient regarding land distribution rose from 0.83 in 1960 to 0.84 in 2003 (INE 2004) meaning that 

already by 2003, in the onset of the recent land rush, 78% of the arable land was controlled by 8% of the 

landholders. About MALR performance in Guatemala see Garoz and Gauster 2002, Garoz, et al. 2005, and Gauster 

and Isakson 2007. 
10

 Including here the counter-revolutionary, state-orchestrated form of collective land ownership (Collective 

Agrarian Patrimonies) and the state-recognized cooperative land ownership distinctively promoted by Catholic 

Orders embracing the liberation theology prescriptions  
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Together with the MALR and the land titling programme, two more territorialization strategies 

under neoliberal government rationality must be considered when discussing contemporary land 

control grabbing dynamics. First, 31% of the national territory is enclosed since 1989 under the 

Guatemalan System of Protected Areas. The agrarian frontier is legally closed within these 

protected areas which are often managed big (inter)national conservation NGOs, even though 

many were previously populated. Second, International Financial Institutions, with a growing 

participation of the Brazilian Development Banks (especially of the BNDES), are supporting 

already highly indebted Central American states to finance the infrastructure mega-projects 

included in the formerly Puebla-Panama Plan, re-launched in 2008 as the Mesoamerican 

Integration and Development Project. This large infrastructure corridor which hubs in Colombia 

with the Initiative for the Integration of Regional Infrastructure in South America (IIRSA) is 

being developed to better allow for the new extractivist corporate investments
11

.  

 

Land control grabbing mechanisms by sugarcane and oil palm agribusinesses in 

Guatemala’s northern lowlands 
 

Sugarcane and specially oil palm plantations are expanding in throughout the northern lowlands 

region encompassing 47% of the national territory (see Figure 1). This essay draws on applied 

research that has been carried out since 2006 in twenty villages from six different municipalities 

within this region: Chisec, Fray Bartolomé de las Casas and Panzós (in Alta Verapaz) El Estor 

(in Izabal), Ixcan (in Quiché) and Sayaxché (in Petén). Overall, these villages have an estimated 

2010 population of more than half a million people of which 77% is rural and 90% indigenous, 

mainly Maya-Q’eqchi’ (hereinafter Q’eqchi’). Research methods include policy analysis, a 

geographic information system analysis of land use changes, a gender-divided household 

survey
12

, a series of focus groups, interviews with a wide range of actors and participatory 

observation
13

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
11

 Specific projects of the kind in Guatemala are gathered under the ‘2005-2015 National Competitiveness Agenda’, 

which has been recently updated 2012-2021 time span.    
12

 The survey was conducted in 2010. The sample was stratified by municipality (significance level 5%) and 

included 294 randomly selected households from twenty hamlets in the six aforementioned municipalities. 

Interviews were held in Q’eqchi’ language with both female- and male-heads-of-household (where both available) 

and always separately to achieve higher confidentiality.  
13

 On research methodology and specific methods see Alonso-Fradejas, Alonzo and Dürr (2008), and Alonso-

Fradejas, Caal and Chinchilla (2011). 
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Figure 1: Administrative map of Guatemala*. 

 

* The outer circle entails the northern lowlands region and the inner one the investigated area 

Source: Government of Guatemala 2009. Scale: 1:3,000,000 

 

Former military regimes sponsored the agricultural colonization of this tropical forest region 

(below 500 meters above sea level) in compliance with the counter-revolutionary land policies 

mushrooming throughout Latin America after the 1961 Alliance for Progress Initiative. Since 

then, thousands of landless and near-landless families from all over the country, but especially 

groups of Maya-Q’eqchi’ families (hereinafter Q’eqchi’) from Alta Verapaz flying away from 

the exploitative ‘colonato regime’
14

 in traditional estates and/or from the genocidal violence of 

the internal armed conflict
15

, arrived in the northern lowlands in search of farm land.  Traditional 

landed upper classes, small and medium ladino (non-indigenous) cattle ranchers and military 

men and state officials rewarded with land by the state
16

 arrived also in the northern lowlands 

during the second half of the twentieth century, together with this majority of indigenous 

population.  

 

The Q’eqchi’ is one of the largest and arguably more traditional of the twenty-two Maya peoples 

in Guatemala. Q’eqchi’ families originally settled in communities of middle peasant households 

living mainly on swidden farming. It is worth noting that there was already important Q’eqchi’ 

migration waves from the highlands of Alta Verapaz Department to the northern lowlands during 

the nineteenth century (see Grandia 2009). However, Q’eqchi’ migration strategies throughout 

                                                           
14

 This social relation combines wage-work with in kind or labor payments to the landlord (patron) in exchange of 

the colono’s right to live and harvest self-provisioning crops in the landlord’s estate. On the colonato regime in 

Guatemala, see Martínez Peláez, 1992; Cambranes, 1992; Figueroa Ibarra, 1980; and Hurtado, 2008.  
15 

However, during the 36 years armed conflict, and especially under the early 1980’s military-led scorched earth 

policy, 160 massacres were also carried out along the northern lowlands region. The 1996 Peace Agreements put an 

official end to a conflict which resulted in 200,000 people killed or disappeared. Over 80% of the victims were 

civilian, rural, Maya indigenous people (UN-CEH, 1999). 
16

 It is from within these groups that many drug landed-barons will offspring by washing money through land 

investments.    
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an extended territory (including the southern part of bordering Belize) as a means to access to 

land avoiding conflicts were handicapped from 1990 onwards. It is in this year that the agrarian 

frontier was officially closed by the decree of the 21,600 km
2
 Mayan Biosphere Reserve in the 

department of Petén, together with a series of other protected areas throughout the northern 

lowlands
17

.  

 

It is in this milieu that land resources are being control-grabbed from the mid-2000s onwards to 

develop sugarcane and especially oil palm plantations. This is happening through a variety of 

mechanisms, including 1) long term (25 year) leases from estate owners and ranchers; 2) 

purchases of medium and large traditional estates and ranches; 3) purchases of land from small 

and medium peasant-farmers; 4) contract-farming agreements with a few large sugarcane or oil 

palm producers; and 5) a three party contract-farming pilot programme among middle peasants, 

the oil palm industry and the government. These land deals result in profound changes in the 

land use and in the control over land-based wealth, as we will discuss subsequently. 

 

Land use changes and shifting control over land-based wealth   
 

The expansion of flex-crop plantations in the northern lowlands has caused dramatic direct and 

indirect land use changes as well. In sharp contrast with observed trends elsewhere (Deininger et 

al., 2011), control-grabbed land resources in Guatemala are not kept dormant as speculative 

investments but instead are rapidly put under intensive production. Figures 2 and 3 summarize 

the main actual and potential direct land use changes associated with expanding oil palm 

agroindustrial plantations in the Northern Lowlands.  

 
Figure 2: Land uses in the year 2005 in the oil palm cultivated lands in 2010 in Guatemala´s 

northern lowlands 

23%

10%

2%
27%

1%

38%

Food-crops 23%

Grazelands 10%

Traditional export
plantations  2%

Rainforest 27%

Wetlands 1%

Grasslands 38%

 
Source: Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2011: 62.  
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 All of them part of the 1989-established Guatemalan System of Protected Areas. 
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Figure 3: Land uses in the year 2005 in the additional suitable lands* for oil palm cultivation in 

Guatemala´s northern lowlands  

18%

4%

2%

36%

1%

39%

Food crops 18%

Grazelands 4%

Traditional export
plantations 2%

Rainforest 36%

Wetlands 1%

Grasslands 39%

 

*According to calculations of suitable land for oil palm cultivation in Guatemala by the Geographic Information 

Laboratory of the Ministry of Food, Livestock and Agriculture, year 2008.  

 

Source: Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2011: 64.  

 

The expansion of sugarcane and oil palm is also triggering indirect land use changes. Many of 

the ranchers who leased or sold their land to the flex-crop agribusinesses in the northern 

lowlands are grabbing control over peasant farms, other estates and ranches, and forested lands 

beyond the legal agrarian frontier. These ranchers often hire Q’eqchi’ and other workers to cut 

down forest and grab land inside the Mayan Biosphere Reserve in the department of Petén. 

Together with the cattle ranchers many dispossessed peasants are also encroaching in this and 

other protected areas along the Northern Lowlands in search of farm land for subsistence. 

Building in these two effects of the corporate land control grabs, a racialized discourse is erected 

from the dominant government rationality to “censure Q’eqchi people as bad environmentalists” 

(Ybarra 2010:17). Meanwhile, sugarcane and oil palm agribusinesses in Guatemala receive 

millionaire payments for environmental services through Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development 

Mechanism and are part of different socio-environmental international certification schemes such 

as the roundtables on Sustainable Palm Oil and on Biofuels, the Rainforest Alliance Certificate, 

and the Better Sugarcane Initiative (see Alonso-Fradejas et al., 2008, 2011). 

 

These land use changes are shifting control over land-based wealth from the local (cultivating) 

territory and classes towards distant, non-cultivating classes (national oligarchy and international 

hubs of financialised capital). Moreover, since peasant crops/systems generate up to ten times 

more ‘local wealth’ per hectare than corporate sugarcane and oil palm (see Figure 4 below) the 

territorial economy results badly benefitted as a whole from expanding flex-crop plantations. 
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Figure 4: Gross Territorial Product* per hectare of peasant crops/systems, sugarcane and oil palm 

in the Polochic Valley, year 2008, in Guatemalan Quetzals (1US$≈8GTQ). 

 

* The Gross Territorial Product for each crop is obtained by subtracting the crop-related Net Outside Payments 

(remunerating agents in links of the value chain outside the territory) to its Gross Added Value. The Gross Added 

Value is obtained by subtracting Total Purchases of inputs from Total Sales for each crop. Information gathered in 

the municipalities of Panzós and El Estor. 

 

Source: Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2008:70. 

 

Land control grabbing and changes in property relations  
 

Right of ownership changes, in strict sense, have only been prompted by two out of the five 

aforementioned mechanisms for land control grabbing by the flex-crop agribusiness, i.e., those 

involving actual land purchases from landed upper classes and different classes of peasantries to 

establish vertically integrated plantations (numbers 2 and 3 above). These are the most frequent 

expansion mechanisms and form of production of the sugarcane and oil palm agribusinesses. 

Land purchases have prompted two distinctive dynamics on land property, namely land 

reconcentration, when medium and large estates are put together under production as part of a 

larger plantation, and land concentration when farms previously owned by peasant farmers are 

put together into a larger plantation. 

 

Land control grabbing in the northern lowlands has resulted in the expulsion and displacement of 

hundreds of families and even of entire communities. An estimated 11% of the total peasant 

households from the investigated areas, mainly Q’eqchi’, lost their land tenancy rights during the 

last decade. Of these cases, land tenancy rights of the Q’eqchi’ peasantry were taken directly by 

agribusinesses in 92.5% of the cases, and by cattle ranchers in the remaining cases. Dozens of 

hamlets have been reduced to a small housing area and at least ten cases are known where the 

hamlet as a whole, including houses, school and churches, were gobbled up completely by a flex-

crop plantation. Although no empirical data is available before the year 2010, according to 
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different informants the direct and indirect, voluntary or coercive involvement of peasants in 

land deals with the flex-crop agribusiness has distinctively contributed to current atomization of 

the land tenancy among the northern lowlands’ peasantry. Figure 5 below shows the already 

unequal land tenancy panorama in 2010 among the surveyed households, with almost a third of 

the total families (near)landless. 

 
Figure 5: Rural households by land tenancy in Guatemala’s northern lowlands, year 2010 
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15%
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Less than 1 ha
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Between more than 7 and 21 ha

Between more than 21 and 48 ha

Between more than 48 and 64 ha

 

Source: Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2011:66 

 

Agribusinesses are basically interested in landed-property without labor liabilities with a proper 

inscription in the General Property Registry
18

. Thus, grabbed-land from the Q’eqchi’ peasantry 

was titled under individual freehold in 72% of the cases and under two other forms of third 

parties-imposed collective land property rights (Cooperatives or Collective Agrarian 

Patrimonies) in the remaining (Alonso-Fradejas et al., 2012). The fact that grabbed-land from the 

Q’eqchi’ peasantry were officially titled by FONTIERRAS leads to the state seeing these land 

deals as the MALR-kind of envisaged voluntary transactions between ‘willing’ sellers and 

buyers. Neoliberal land titling resulted in a fundamental territorialization strategy also under 

contemporary dominant government rationality to facilitate a subtle, legal dispossession of the 

Q’eqchi’ peasantry.  

 

In a survey for this research, half of the male heads-of-household currently working for a flex-

crop agribusiness said they sold their land because it was ‘unproductive’ and the other half 

because they were ‘highly indebted.’ Of those male heads-of-household who did not work for a 

flex-crop agribusiness, half of them said they were ‘forced’ to sell their land, another third said 

they sold it because it was ‘unproductive’ and the rest because they were ‘highly indebted.’ In 

sharp contrast, 86% of surveyed female heads-of-household openly opposed these land deals. Let 

us dig deeper to achieve a better understanding of these reasons to participate in land deals.  

                                                           
18

 It has been common then for (often more overtly violent) cattle ranchers to purchase the land in advance in order 

to deal with these legal issues, and resell it afterwards to a flex-crop agribusiness at a higher price 
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As pointed out by Q’eqchi’ men engaged in land deals, high indebtedness
19

 has played a major 

role in ‘voluntary’ peasant dispossession. The private, individual land property rights endorsed 

by FONTIERRAS might have augmented peasants’ abilities to access to formal credit, but 

annual interest rates by the private banking sector (profit and non-profit-led) floating between 

18%-26% (usurers’ can reach 120%)
20

 have either prevented peasants from applying for a credit 

or led them to lose the land used as collateral when incapable of coping with debt loads. 

Indebtedness is linked to the issue of ‘unproductive’ lands and/or decreasing agricultural 

productivity as well.  This is a contentious issue which is better understood when problematized 

beyond dominant approaches rendering complex sets of socio-agroecological relations to narrow, 

green revolution-based technical discourses around ‘yield-gaps’ (World Bank 2007, Deininger et 

al. 2011). It is in fact very important to consider at least three main, interrelated determinants 

over peasant farming inherited from the economic liberalization dynamics under the orthodox 

neoliberal government rationality from the mid-1980s to the mid-2000s in Guatemala. 

 

First, the value dispossession (see Deere and de Janvry 1979 and Araghi 2009) to which small-

scale farmers were subject through the enforcement of below-cost-of-production (dumping) 

prices from imported and subsidized food-staples (corn, rice, wheat) as local prices of 

reference
21

. Second, the Guatemalan economy Structural Adjustment Programme enforced from 

1996 onwards resulted in the privatizations of the state agrarian development bank, in the 

minimization of the public investment in appropriate agricultural technologies and in the 

disappearance of agricultural extension agencies and the food-commodities board. And third, it is 

most important to analyze the productivity problematic considering the ways in which individual 

land ownership has drastically reshaped the Q’eqchi’-system of swidden farming and associated 

social relations. 

 

On the one hand, individualized land ownership has contributed to the shift from Q’eqchi’ often 

communally agreed distribution of farming plots to every family in the community on the basis 

of their reproductive needs, while keeping forest areas of communal access (Grünberg 2003, 

Grandia 2009) towards differentiated, univocally ‘fixed’ (across time and space) family-owned 

plots, usually enclosing all community land resources. This restructuring in property relations 

has forced nearly eight out of ten Q’eqchi’ peasant households in the northern lowlands to 

necessarily move from what used to be a relatively social and agro-ecologically efficient 

swidden farming system towards a more intensive farming system in tune with the conditions 

settled by the new property regime. Evidence from the region’s karstic soils with little organic 

matter, where applying growing amounts of chemical fertilizers is as expensive as it is relatively 

ineffective, shows that the key towards enhanced productivity lies more in the ability of the 

                                                           
19

 Resulting from a chronic inability of the peasant household to face the payments associated with credits financing 

from farming activities to unexpected medical expenses.  
20

 The 2010 annual inflation rate in Guatemala was of 5.39% (BANGUAT, 2012).  
21

 Theoretically, growing demand of these food-staples by the global feed-food-fuel complexes should allow for 

local price increases. So far, however, local prices of food are in fact increasing but oligopoly control over value 

chains in some regions, and increased costs of production and transportation reflecting higher oil international 

prices, are making it hard for food-staple producers in Guatemala to benefit from higher prices for their product. Net 

food-buyer rural and urban households, however, are badly impacted.    
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household to dedicate higher amounts of labor (increasing ‘self-exploitation’
22

) to intensify the 

farming system in a way which is less dependent on synthetic inputs, than in a new “Green 

Revolution miracle” (Mingorría and Gamboa 2010:51, Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2011:143). This 

and the lacking of appropriate extension services are reflected on the opinions of different types 

of small-scale farmers about how to enhance land productivity summarized in Figure 6 below.   

 
Figure 6: Small-scale farmers’ opinions about enhancing land productivity in the northern 

lowlands, year 2010.  

35%
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Others 2%

 
Source: Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2011:141 

 

On the other hand, individual land ownership has not only commoditized most of the remaining 

community land resources but has also opened the door for a growing monetization of traditional 

reciprocity mechanisms among the Q’eqchi’ peasantry (Scott 1976. See also Grandia 2009). As a 

result, for example, non-family labor is now often paid in cash when previously exchanged. 

 

Finally, the aforementioned mechanisms of ‘voluntary’ dispossession are often augmented by 

violence. Peasants who have refused to sell at non-negotiable prices have been violently harassed 

and physical evictions are commonplace. We will dig further in the contrasting enticing and 

coercive tactics of governing land resources and populations after discussing about employment 

dynamics and the labor regime shift in the northern lowlands.  

 

Employment and the flexible labor regime in Guatemala’s northern lowlands 
 

Self-employment as a small-scale farmer was the most important employment source in the 

northern lowlands in 2010. Furthermore, as Table 1 shows below for the active economic 

population employed out of the household, small-scale farming was also the main source of 

                                                           
22

 Beyond its more direct sense of “excruciating labor by underfed peasant families” (Lenin and Kautsky in Shanin 

1966:6) Chayanov argued how variable degrees of ‘self-exploitation’ by the peasant labor act as a mechanism 

unique to the peasant family to leverage the labor force within the household towards the goal of provisioning the 

family consumption needs (even at a minimum). 
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wage-labor, followed by oil palm plantations, and with very little incidence of non-agricultural 

job sources.  

 
Table 1: Employment sources for rural households in the northern lowlands, year 2010 

Small-scale 

farming

Oil palm 

plantation

Other 

plantations

Estate/ 

hacienda

Non-agricultural 

company

Private 

security

Public sector 

(civil servant)
Army NGO Others Total

40% 35% 3% 4% 1% 3% 6% 3% 1% 4% 100%
 

Source: Alonso-Fradejas et al 2011:151. 

The non-mechanized flex-crop plantations (and extensive cattle-ranching) in the northern 

lowlands are much less labor-intensive than small-scale farming crops/systems, as Figure 7 

shows below. Moreover, every direct agricultural job in an oil palm/sugarcane plantation 

respectively contributes with 0.7/0.4 indirect jobs upstream the value chain (in industrial and/or 

trading sectors), while every direct job in small-scale-farmed corn, rice and pineapple (for 

example) respectively contributes with 1.1, 1.6 and 1.9 indirect employments (Dürr 2011). 

 
Figure 7: Working Days (W.D.) per hectare and year in small-scale farming crops/systems, 

sugarcane, oil palm and cattle ranching in Guatemala’s northern lowlands, year 2009. 
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Source:  Dürr 2011, in Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2011:153.  

 

Moreover, among the (near)landless laborers, holding less than 1 hectare of land, (see Figure 5 

above) 53% worked in 2010 during three or more months in (Q’eqchi’) small-scale farms, 33% 

worked for an oil palm agribusiness, 7% worked in ranches or traditional estates and (only) 7% 

worked in non-agricultural activities (Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2011). It is striking that even 

without social security benefits and earning around 35% less on average, most landless and 

occasional peasant laborers would rather work for other small-scale farmers than for an oil palm 

agribusiness. Why is this so? Together with the non-unimportant statements regarding that lunch 
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is frequently provided and that plantation’s foremen are not harassing them, two fundamental 

reasons were put forward by landless laborers from the northern lowlands (Alonso-Fradejas et 

al., 2011).  

 

First, labor processes and associated working conditions in the sugarcane and oil palm 

plantations are flexibly organized, and hyper-commodified, with compliance of the state weak 

labor institutional and policy frameworks. Even though they differ according to various 

aspects
23

,  several employment patterns are found in the fact that most of the available jobs are 

casual, for short time, and very demanding in terms of physical effort and temporal and 

geographical flexibility (see also Hurtado and Sánchez 2011). For example, eight out of every 

ten workers in oil palm plantations were recruited by third parties in 2010, meaning weaker labor 

liabilities for agribusinesses (only 28% of the total employees were under a social security 

scheme). The flexible labor regime’s performance requirements and the idea that “youngsters 

work harder and create less trouble”
24

 result in most flex-crop plantation workers being relatively 

young, Q’eqchi’ men. Performance-linked, piecework wages are also more appealing to landless, 

young, Q’eqchi’ men who are encouraged by the agribusinesses to “multiply in several times the 

official minimum wage, depending on their capacities and hours worked”
25

.  

 

Most distinctively, the flexible labor regime is prompting and/or deepening two dynamics 

regarding the internal division of labor in rural Q’eqchi’ households. On the one hand, many 

plantation workers are assisted by their children to avoid hiring additional labor to be able to 

meet their daily-tasks (see also Mingorría and Gamboa 2010). On the other hand, almost 

completely excluded as casual workers by the flex-crop agribusinesses, female
26

 heads-of-

household are increasingly struggling to work their family farms, in addition to their household 

responsibilities and growing participation in community government issues. In fact, Q’eqchi’ 

women from the northern lowlands spend 10% to 15% less time on their physiological needs 

(sleeping, eating, bathing and so forth) than their male-partners (Gamboa and Mingorría 2010) in 

order to cope with the growing activities of their triple workday.  

 

Second, the working day in small-scale farming is shorter, sometimes demanding just half of the 

daily working hours required by a flex-crop agribusiness, as Table 2 shows below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
23

 Such as the specific agribusiness, the task to perform, the mode of recruitment, the worker’s qualification, his 

engagement in social organizations, and so forth 
24

 Interviewed foremen from various oil palm agribusinesses, quoted in Alonso-Fradejas et al., 2011:155. 
25

 Guatemala’s Oil Palm Growers Guild, www.grepalma.org accessed on 19 April, 2012, translations mine. 
26

 Women are just temporally employed at the greenhouses where the baby oil palms are cropped “because this is a 

delicate job which is better performed by women” (Interview with the manager of a baby oil palms greenhouse, 

northern lowlands, 5 June 2009).    

http://www.grepalma.org/
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Table 2: Workers in oil palm plantations and in small scale farming in the northern lowlands by 

daily working hours, year 2010 

 

Oil palm plantation Small-scale farming 

Less than 8 hours/day 11% 51%

8 hours/day 61% 36%

More than 8 hours/day 28% 13%  

Source: Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2011:157. 

 

This allows for workers in small-scale farming to earn a wage and still have time to till their 

farms (in owned, leased or borrowed land) and to deal with community work and government 

responsibilities. Not surprisingly, under similar social and agro-ecological conditions, average 

maize yields were 8% higher and food expenditure 21% lower in households where the male-

head did not work for an oil palm agribusiness during 2010 (Alonso-Fradejas et al, 2011: 122). 

This is of outstanding importance since, as Table 3 shows below, for rural households in the 

northern lowlands farming is the main source of Gross Annual Income (including both monetary 

income and self-consumption). And, working for a flex-crop agribusiness often erodes the 

abilities of small-scale farmers to dedicate the working time their farms require for increased 

productivity, as previously discussed. 
 

Table 3: Gross Annual Income sources of rural households in the northern lowlands, year 2010 
 

Market Self-consumption

29% 21% 50% 29% 9% 12%

Farming
Total farming Wage-work

Public 

transfers*

Other non-farm 

income sources**

 

*Including conditional cash transfers and less importantly the two sacks of government-subsidized chemical 

fertilizer.    

**Including a variety of trade-related activities and, almost residually, remittances from emigrants. 

 

Source: Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2011:114. 

 

As we keep arguing, even landless laborers in the northern lowlands farm a piece of land. As 

Table 4 shows below, the amount of harvested land increases in parallel to the total amount of 

land held (under ownership or tenancy rights) and it is always higher in those households whose 

male-head does not work for an oil palm agribusiness. 
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Table 4: Harvested land by total land and by occupation of the male head-of-household in the 

northern lowlands, year 2010.  

Male head-of-household working 

in an oil palm plantation

Male head-of-household NOT 

working in an oil palm plantation
All households

Less than 1 Ha 2,3 2,2 2,2

More than 1 and less than 21 Ha 4,0 4,4 4,3

More than 21 and less than 48 Ha 3,7 5,3 5,3

More than 48 and less than 64 Ha 6,5 6,5

Total average 3,4 4,2 4,1

Households by total land (Ha.)

Harvested land (Ha.)

 
 

Source: Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2011:113. 

 

Notwithstanding, small-scale farming is paradoxically functional to the agribusinesses’ flexible 

labor regime. Monetary income and self-consumption from small-scale farming, together with 

the governmental conditional cash transfers programme inaugurated in 2008
27

, supplement 

laborers’ income and thus helps in keeping relatively low piece-work wages in the flex-crop 

plantations. 89% of the male heads-of-household working for an oil palm agribusiness in 2010 

was also dedicated to farming, and 78% of them were beneficiaries of conditional cash transfers. 

 

But the higher the amount of arable land harvested under flex-crop plantations, the lesser the 

abilities of rural dwellers to access to farm land. This confronts the agribusinesses’ increasing 

rush for land with their convenient co-existence with small-scale food farmers. Evidence from 

the flex-crop plantations-swamped municipalities of Panzos and Sayaxché show how, on the one 

side, local food prices have become subject of regular increases leading to plantation workers to 

mobilize, as net food-buyers, for higher piece-work wages. On the other side, in a growingly 

land-scarce milieu where non- and off-farm jobs are minimal (see Table 2 above) the substitution 

of the more labor-intensive small-scale farms by labor-expelling flex-crop plantations (see 

Figure 7 above) allows for agribusinesses keeping piece-work wages low. This sets even higher 

pressure on the contemporary “agrarian question of labor” in Guatemala, expressed by Bernstein 

as: “What if the forms of capitalism in the South today are incapable of generating sufficient, and 

sufficiently secure, employment to provide ‘a living wage’ to the great majority?” (2006:13). 

 

Finally, and deepening the debate on the modes of incorporation (DuToit 2004) to the global 

food-feed-fuel value chains, it is important to give some insights about the three party contract-

farming pilot programme among middle peasants, the oil palm industry and the government. 

This pilot programme was inaugurated in 2009 and funded with US$ 1.5 million by the 

government. It is aimed at converting 4,200 hectares of ‘idle’ peasant land into lucrative oil palm 

farms during twenty-five years. Peasants receive a US$ 528 per-hectare credit from the 

government, which is transferred directly to the agribusiness as a payment for seedlings and 

agronomic and transport services (Alonso-Fradejas et al., 2011). As stated by the programme 

Director (an engineer formerly employed by the one and only contracting oil palm agribusiness) 

                                                           
27

 It consists of a US$ 37 month-equivalent transfer to female heads-of-household who comply with the household’s 

young children educational- and health-related requirements of the programme.    
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“we want to avoid any more land deals leading to peasant dispossession”
28

. In principle, the 

contract-farming programme does not entail any change in property relations. However, besides 

the questionable public subsidy to the agribusiness and the fact that the peasant’s land title is 

used as collateral of the governmental credit, the contracts do not include crop insurance, leaving 

peasants to absorb the risks of production, nor do they specify who is to pay the high 

disinvestment costs to rehabilitate soil fertility after twenty-five years when oil palms can no 

longer be harvested.  

 

Political dynamics of change in land resources-based social relations 
 

Within the dominant extractivist political economy, particular social differentiation processes are 

prompted and/or deepened under economic, political, cultural and symbolical rationales of 

power. On the materialist side, changing social and property relations in the northern lowlands 

have resulted in both, more heterogeneous class formations and more complex inter- and intra-

class relations. The oligarchic-yet-transnationalized, flex-crop agribusinesses have become 

dominant over traditional landed upper classes and territorial political elites. Though mighty 

large estate owners and ranchers still remain, many of them have developed contract-farming 

agreements with the flex-crop agribusinesses and others have sold or leased their land to them. 

These deals on good terms, however, should not lead us to conclude that changing dominance 

within the often competing-for-resources classes of capital is absolutely free of conflicts and 

contradictions. While clashing interests among the classes of capital are seldom overt in national 

politics, they can create a lot of tension in specific, localized settings. For instance, it was not 

unusual to hear ranchers complaining about the negative impacts of expanding flex-crop 

plantations over watersheds’ availability, contaminated water sources to water their cattle 

because of the heavy use of agro-chemicals in the plantations and especially, about the 

agribusinesses owners’ annoying distant rule, normally exercised through business ‘field 

managers’. This stands for a clash between old-times tactics of governing land resources and 

populations and the ones particular to current extractivist government rationality.  

 

Furthermore, changing property relations and labor regime are splitting into diverse rural classes 

of labor
29

 the rather homogeneous middle peasantry originated during the agrarian colonization. 

Most legally-dispossessed Q’eqchi’ peasant families received a payment for their land which 

generally neither allowed them to boost a non-farm livelihood, nor to regain land ownership 

elsewhere as land prices keep rising. Often, those who remained in their communities swelled the 

ranks of the landless to work as piecework-wage laborers, occasionally farming in leased or 

borrowed land. Families under colonato regime who were expelled from control-grabbed 

traditional estates and ranches face a similar condition as that of the dispossessed families, as 

also do the landless youth which became surplus workforce in their parents’ squeezed family 

labor farms. Indeed, individual freehold land ownership brought about a system of partible 

inheritance among Q’eqchi’ families. This has accelerated land tenancy atomization among the 
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 Interview in Guatemala City, 21 September 2009. 
29

 Comprising all those who “have to pursue their reproduction through insecure, oppressive and increasingly 

‘informalised’ wage employment and/or a range of likewise precarious small-scale and insecure ‘informal sector’ 

(‘survival’) activity, including farming; in effect, various and complex combinations of employment and self-

employment” (Bernstein 2010b:73). 
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peasantry (see Figure 5 above) through the biological development of the family (Chayanov 

1966: 68) in a growingly land-scarce milieu where the population density almost tripled during 

the last thirty years (INE 2011). In fact, the more autarchic Q’eqchi’ family labor farms of 

twenty years ago stood just for 26% of total rural households in the northern lowlands in 2010 

(Alonso-Fradejas et al, 2011: 66). The remaining majority of landed peasant households were 

economically differentiated by their different combinations of own, hired-in and/or hired-out 

labor, as well as by the range and type of crops farmed. Only 23% of the landed peasantry 

farmed at least one cash-crop (cardamom, rice, cocoa, fruits and/or species) and just 1.03% was 

part of the government-sponsored, contract-farming scheme with the oil palm industry in 2010 

(Alonso-Fradejas et al, 2011:  128).  

 

Interdependences and relations among different classes of capital and labor in the countryside 

have also been distinctively shaped by changing social and property relations. Previously semi-

commodified, patron-client type of exploitative-yet-paternalistic relations of production in 

traditional estates, owned by in situ living patrons, fall behind the hyper-commodified labor 

regime of the flex-crop agribusinesses, controlled by distant oligarchs and shareholders. 

Accordingly, traditional reciprocity mechanisms are also gradually liable to new clearly-but-

narrowly objectivized, one-fits-all kind of arrangements between the classes of labor and the 

classes of capital. In this way, materialist social differentiation dynamics are embedded within 

the cultural, symbolical and political domains of social life. Under contemporary extractivist 

government rationality, cultural, political and symbolical command is essential to support 

conditions for accumulation and economic ruling over place-based resources and populations. 

We have argued how this command over population and peoples is to be most conveniently 

exerted nowadays through population’s own will. Thus, enticing tactics of government are, in 

principle, to be privileged over coercive ones. In this sense, we have discussed how ‘conduct 

steering’ territorialization strategies have been unfolding by the state through labor, social and 

especially land and natural resources policies and discourses simplifying (Scott 1998) and 

rendering technical (Li 2005) complex land-based social relations as a way of “detaching 

property from [the control of] any public or communal power, in order to make it entirely subject 

to the purely economic force of capital” (Wood 2006: 31). But together with this materialist 

outcome, and in fact as both a means and an result of this economic distribution problematic, the 

new extractivist government rationality fuels a cultural distribution conflict, “arising from the 

difference in effective power associated with particular cultural meanings and practices” 

(Escobar, 2008: 14). 

 

The enticing power of these government tactics aimed at incorporating specific populations with 

distinctive worldviews, which sometimes may not comply with the extractivist development 

bandwagon’s principles, is augmented by on-field charismatic agents working for the flex-crop 

agribusinesses. These are known as ‘coyotes’, who due to their local recognition
30

 are able to 

pervade the communal government institutions to dispute the symbolic power underpinning 

dominant knowledge and practices (including customs) in the community (Bourdieu, 1994:163, 

Ishihara and Pascual, 2009). These corporate coyotes do not act in a vacuum, though. They 

machinate on the new possibilities for community class, gender, and generational power rifts 

                                                           
30

 They include a wide range of actors such as NGO employees, preacher men, teachers, doctors, community 

leaders, local radio stations, traditional estates’ landlords/patrons, ranchers, mayors, government officials, and so on.    
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(potentially) emerging from changing social and property relations. They elaborate on collective 

and individual concerns around land unproductivity and growing scarcity/price, lack of wage 

work opportunities, the backwardness and drudgery of peasant farming, or the children’s 

uncertain future to set the flex-crop agribusinesses up as a new development messiah. They seek, 

in a nutshell, to conduct conducts for different subjects in the community to willingly behave and 

govern themselves and others in conformity with the cultural and symbolic meanings, as well as 

with the social practices, functional to the new extractivist political economy in the domains of 

“economy, ecology, personhood, body, knowledge, property, and so forth” (Escobar, 2008:14). 

Coyotes are supported in their ideologizing and symbolic struggle by strong corporate 

investment in social communication (through different mass-media and in Q’eqchi’ language) 

and by an expectation-rising discourse on corporate social and ecological responsibility. Very 

often, the meanings and practices promoted through these bunch of dominant government tactics 

take center stage in Guatemala’s northern lowlands because “they coincide with the greater 

political power and have a hegemonic advantage [and thus] a preeminent position in crafting 

emergent dominant traditions” (Sivaramakrishnan, 2005: 350).  

 

As we will discuss subsequently, the successful realization of the flex-crop agribusinesses’ 

preeminent hegemonic advantage is neither automatic, nor linear and in no way uncontested. It is 

mediated by economic and cultural distribution conflicts in different geographical scales, and 

subject to reflexive adjustments and unexpected twists through time. In fact, when enticing 

tactics are insufficient to make subjects behaving as they should, coercion comes into play. As Li 

argues, “more authoritarian forms of government are often reserved for sections of a population 

deemed especially deficient and unable to exercise the responsibility of freedom” (2005:387, 

stressed added). As we keep on arguing, the new extractivist government rationality builds on 

previous ones. Thus, some of the old labor and population control mechanisms particular to 

colonialism and to traditional landed upper classes’ estates are dismissed nowadays (like the 

colonato regime and its patron-client relations) while others remain (like coercion and 

threatening). Estate, private and parastatal
31

 violence is, therefore, also constitutive of the 

multiple logics of power steering the sugarcane and oil palm agribusinesses’ investment strategy. 

Those resisting to enticing, legal dispossession tactics, or those involved in struggles for 

repossession or access to land resources (see below) are subject to intimidation, threatening and 

aggression. This is done through a series of means, namely the enclosure of non-selling peasants’ 

land within flex-crop plantations; harassment of those refusing to sell their land at the non-

negotiable prices; impediment of the right of way (even to government officials); and the 

criminalization of indigenous and peasant struggles through the legal prosecution of leaders and 

violent evictions by state security forces and/or private and parastatal ones.  

 

Discontents and struggles for a different life project  

 

Conducts are more difficult to conduct when the material bases of exploitation and the political 

and cultural practices of dominance are perceived as erosive of ‘subsistence minimums’ (Scott 

1976:35). Figure 8 below shows how most Q’eqchi’ male heads-of-household from the northern 

                                                           
31

 For instance, beyond Colombian engineers employed by many oil palm agribusinesses other private Colombian 

‘agents’ were reported to be operating together with Guatemalans, and especially in the department of Petén, to 

coerce peasant families and communities to accept the land deals (Alonso-Fradejas et al. 2008, Hurtado 2008). 
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lowlands, no matter whether working for an oil palm agribusiness or not, and especially women 

across different types of household, believed that both family and community livelihood 

conditions had either remain the same or worsened after the flex-crop agribusinesses’ arrival.  

 
Figure 8: Differentiated perceptions of change in livelihood conditions in the northern lowlands, 

year 2010.   
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Source: Alonso-Fradejas et al., 2011: 80. 

 

These perceptions emerge from historically constituted subsistence levels which for the Q’eqchi’ 

peoples from the northern lowlands are generally enrooted in recent experiences as immigrant 

middle-peasants settling in self-organized communities as well as in not faraway memories of 

life under colonato regime in traditional estates. Indeed, still by 2010 around 30% of the total 

female heads-of-household (45.7 years old on average) and 40% of the male ones (48.3 years old 

on average) had born under the traditional estates’ colonato regime (Alonso-Fradejas et al., 2011: 

149). In this regards, many elder Q’eqchi’ participants in individual and group interviews 

converge in stressing that even though conditions under colonato labor regime in traditional 

estates where exploitative and often humiliating, they still allowed for negotiating with the 

patron the minimum standards for the biological reproduction of the family. Under the dominant 

hyper-commodified, outsourced and more impersonal flexible labor regime, it is increasingly 

difficult to negotiate even these survival minimums. As a focus group participant stated: “before, 

the rich people killed us with guns, today they allow us to starve to death” (quoted in Alonso-

Fradejas et al., 2008: 162).   

 

Of course, subsistence minimums are not only historically constituted but also socially 

differentiated. We mentioned before how peasant families showed not only higher expectations 

but also higher satisfaction levels of their consumption needs in comparison to those of 

(near)landless agricultural laborers. Q’eqchi’ women tend to include housing, culturally 

appropriate education and land as subsistence minimum. And subsistence minimums for 

Q’eqchi’ youngsters, generally born free from colonato regime relations, tend to spin around 
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more urbanized consumption needs and imaginaries. These socially differentiated subsistence 

minimums lead to diverse standpoints in the economic and cultural distribution conflicts fuelled 

by the agribusinesses’ land control grabbing. For instance, most of the surveyed (near)landless, 

male heads-of-household (even those working for a flex-crop agribusiness) oppose to the 

expansion of the labor-expelling, flex-crop plantations which in addition complicate their 

abilities to farm (in leased or borrowed land), and indeed to access to land one day. Q’eqchi’ 

male youth, nonetheless, often embraces the ‘fast money’ and consumption status offered by the 

flex-crop agribusinesses as a way to escape from their parent’s ‘backwardness’. Even so, many 

youngsters dissent from the extractivist development path and mobilize for a future as 

autonomous peasants or non-agricultural labor living in a healthy ecological milieu. Finally, 

Q’eqchi’ women from different classes of labor and generations are the most active group 

mobilizing against their partners’, fathers’, or community’s participation in land deals with flex-

crop agribusinesses. While cases are known where particular women have hidden the land title 

away from their partners to avoid them selling the land, women normally act as a collective 

subject. They join forces to subvert gendered hierarchies in community government institutions, 

where they stand very often among the clearest and loudest voices against corporate coyotes in 

the cultural and symbolic power struggle.  

 

On the whole, then, enticing and coercive dominant government tactics, together with socially 

differentiated perceptions of the way and extent to which subsistence security is materially, 

culturally and symbolically violated, profoundly shape the politics of land control grabbing. In 

this context, placed-based, everyday practices of resistance (Scott, 1985; Kerkvliet, 2009) to the 

extractivist political economy and dominant government rationality intertwine with advocacy 

politics in the economic, ecologic, cultural and political domains to advance a different life 

project.  

 

On the one hand, there are many Q’eqchi’ (but also non-indigenous) peasant communities in the 

northern lowlands trying to resist legal dispossession mechanisms by overruling state-endorsed 

individual freehold land ownership through the prohibition of any land deals with ranchers or 

corporate agents. A communal deed often serves as a transcript to ‘formalize’ the agreement and 

to make it legible for community outsiders. In other cases, communal government institutions 

rule the on-going process of legalized dispossession by preventing community members from 

borrowing land or giving it on lease to those who sold their land to a rancher or to a corporate 

agent without a reason properly sanctioned under dominant community knowledge and practices. 

Other similar practices include that of not accepting as a new community member anyone known 

to have voluntarily sold his or her land previously, and that of expelling from the community 

anyone who violates the non-selling communal agreement. This counter-ruling is seldom 

effective in steering the conduct of communitarians with state-endorsed, individual freehold 

rights over a land plot when aforementioned reasons for peasants to engage in land deals are 

addressed. Thus, very often struggles against dispossession converge on the need to strengthen 

and intensify a family and community-controlled, agroecological and/or low-external-input-

based agricultural model. With a financially weakened (and usually politically unwilling) state to 

support this strategy, ‘Campesino a Campesino’ (Farmer to Farmer, see Holt-Giménez 2006) 

agroecological knowledge exchanges are carried out with support from rural social movements, 

NGOs, the Social Pastoral of the Catholic Church, and some scholars and local state officials. 
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Besides, two regional, self-organized ‘peasant markets’ (where non-peasant merchants are not 

allowed) run twice a week in the villages of Chisec and Raxruhá (both near to important national 

roads). In the face of growing obstacles for migration in search of new farm land to remain a 

feasible escape valve (as in previous historical junctures), securing a place-based livelihood is 

considered as a fundamental means towards maintaining access to land and securing it from 

dispossession. 

 

On the other hand, “specific modes of resistance (especially when they are cloaked in the 

apparent innocuousness of ‘everyday forms’) are effective only in relation to particular forms of 

domination” (Sivaramakrishnan, 2005: 351). Within current political dynamics of change in 

land-based social relations the ameliorating impact of everyday practices of resistance is 

increasingly lessened by closing and/or narrowing possibilities for moral-economic negotiations 

on subsistence minimums. Thus, we argue that the new dominant government rationality, 

impersonal as the neoliberal one yet pervasive in daily life as the colonialist, has 

incubated/prompted a demobilizing epistemic rift which is nonetheless turning against itself. It 

has pushed the economic and cultural distribution conflicts so far that enticing tactics are 

normally insufficient to handle them and coercive and disciplining ones are becoming too usual. 

The new dominant government rationality has been so far incapable of managing past and recent 

agrarian and environmental conflicts abounding in the Guatemalan countryside (see figure 9 

below), especially in the territories targeted by the new extractivist politico-economic interests.    

 
Figure 9: Location of the 1,288 agrarian and environmental conflicts registered by the Government 

of Guatemala in 2011 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Based on Government of Guatemala (http://portal.saa.gob.gt/ accessed on 25 June 2012). 

 

Therefore, many conducts are conducted according to plans, but many others are not. On the 

contrary, resistance to land control grabbing is being framed in many occasions as part of a more 
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resistance are framed within the (strategically essentialist) collective identity of Q’eqchi’ peoples 

as R’al Ch’och (‘Sons and Daughters of the Earth’, who live off and care for Mother Earth who 

reciprocally cares for them).  

 

Q’eqchi’ people from different classes of labor, genders, generations and villages are mobilizing 

around the powerfully ideologizing collective identity as R’al Ch’och. It is from this mobilizing 

discourse that struggles to defend access to and control over territorial land resources are 

embedded in the wider claim to govern land resources and populations under a different, non-

extractivist rationale. Even if claims are generally made building on this identity- and class-

related standpoint this dynamic is not to be romanticized, though. Both the character and the path 

towards this ‘different life project’ are highly contested even among different Q’eqchi’ social 

groups (especially from women’s and youngsters’). What appears to be a common and recent 

strategy, nevertheless, is that claims from different grassroots organizations and groups are 

addressed to the state and the agribusinesses through a more dynamic engagement with militant 

rural social movements and allies. 

 

Within this non-unproblematic interaction (in terms of objectives, agendas, mobilizing discourse 

and even personal egos), different Q’eqchi’ groups and grassroots organizations consider 

engaging more actively with structured rural social movements and their allies (often linked to 

national, Latin American and global networks), as a tactic to augment the political impact of 

their collective action beyond the local fronts. This is done, especially, when support is needed in 

the realms of land occupations, labor claims, and juridical litigation and campaigning
32

. In turn, 

place-based Q’eqchi’ practices of resistance in the northern lowlands allow for the relocalization 

and base-amplification of militant rural social movements. Many of these historical indigenous, 

peasant, women and rural laborers social movements resulted somehow detached from territorial 

practices of resistance after their commitment to energy-consuming (and many times divisive 

and bureaucratizing) struggles in the national and international arenas during the last two 

decades
33

. Furthermore, place-based Q’eqchi’ practices of resistance, together with those of other 

indigenous and ladino peoples’ in the western highlands and the eastern region in the face of the 

new extractivist political economy, provides many historical social movements with renewed 

discursive formations. It is in this way that, for example, class-based struggles for redistributive 

land reform are augmented by more intersectional and strategic struggles in defense of the 

territory sometimes aimed at developing different, non-compliant with the dominant extractivist 

government rationality, territorial life projects.  

 

                                                           
32

 These practices are very often criminalized and violently suppressed. Dissenting Q’eqchi’ rural dwellers are 

censored as anti-developmentalist and prosecuted as part of anti-‘rule of law’, social order destabilizing groups. 
33

 From 1986 when the first civilian government since 1954 was ‘democratically’ elected, and previously to and 

especially after the 1996 Peace Agreements, (rural) social movements emerged from underground work to the 

forefront of democratization struggles. These militant movements have been actively engaged in national and 

international advocacy politics with regards to the impacts of economic liberalization over peasant economies and 

rural life in general. They have been challenging the neoliberal corporate food regime orchestrated at the World 

Trade Organization, intended to be pushed forward by the (failed) Free Trade Agreement of the Americas and 

finally enforced through regional Free Trade Agreements such as the (DR-CAFTA) with the USA or the Association 

Agreement with the European Union. On (rural) social movements in Guatemala from the 1980s, see: Bastos and 

Camus, 2003; Brett, 2006; Macleod Howland, 2008; and Edelman, 2008. 
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Conclusions 
 

Land control grabbing by sugarcane and oil palm agribusinesses is a means and an effect of a 

new extractivist political economy orchestrated from the very core of the oligarchic, yet 

transnationalized,  post-colonial power in Guatemala. This new extractivist political economy, 

conceived and unfolded through complementary political and economic logics of power in 

capitalism, is anchored and steered from a distinctive dominant government rationality 

delegitimizing non-compliant economic, political, ecologic and cultural practices. 

 

Under this extractivist rationale, different land control grabbing mechanisms are unfolding by 

these flex-crop agribusinesses with the purposes of controlling land and natural resources as well 

as land-based wealth and the (minimal) labor to produce it. Different land deals result in different 

directions of change in land use, property relations, and labor regimes, which reassign control 

over local, agricultural land-based wealth. Previous neoliberal land reform, land titling, and 

agricultural policy and political economy environment strategically enabled current 

agribusinesses’ investment strategy. As a result of this investment strategy land is being 

(re)concentrated but most dispossessed indigenous-peasant families received a payment for their 

land which neither allowed them to boost a non-farm livelihood, nor to regain land ownership 

elsewhere as land prices keep rising. The terms of peasant incorporation to the contract-farming 

programme among middle peasants, the oil palm industry and the government are troublesome. 

And labor processes and associated working conditions within the flexibilized labor regime in 

the plantations are not only destroying other local forms of employment, but also putting higher 

pressure on children’s and women’s unpaid labor while eroding the abilities of the plantation 

workers to work on their own farms. Indeed, the widespreading flexible labor regime further 

tensions the problematic agrarian question of labor in Guatemala. 

 

Changing social and property relations in the northern lowlands have resulted in both, more 

heterogeneous class formations and more complex inter- and intra-class relations. Flex-crop 

agribusinesses have become dominant over traditional landed upper classes and territorial 

political elites. The previously rather homogeneous middle peasantry is splitting into diverse 

rural classes of labor. Furthermore, previously patron-client relations of production in traditional 

estates fall behind the hyper-commodified labor regime of the flex-crop agribusinesses, 

controlled by distant oligarchs and shareholders. Thus, cultural, political and symbolical 

command becomes essential to support conditions for accumulation and economic ruling over 

place-based resources and populations.  

On the whole, the politics of land control grabbing are profoundly shaped by both, enticing and 

coercive dominant government tactics, as well as by socially differentiated perceptions of the 

way and extent to which subsistence security is violated. In many cases, placed-based everyday 

practices of resistance intertwine with advocacy politics in the economic, ecologic, cultural and 

political domains to advance a different life project. Many Q’eqchi’ peasant communities try to 

resist legal dispossession mechanisms by overruling state-endorsed individual freehold land 

ownership through the prohibition of any land deals with ranchers or corporate agents. This 

counter-ruling has been more effective when a family and community-controlled sustainable 

small-scale farming and marketing model was concurrently developed or strengthened. In the 

face of growing obstacles for farm land migration to remain a feasible escape valve, securing a 
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place-based livelihood has become a fundamental means towards maintaining access to land and 

securing it from dispossession.  

 

But most distinctively, Q’eqchi’ people from different classes of labor, genders, generations and 

villages are mobilizing around the non-unproblematic, but powerfully ideologizing, collective 

identity as R’al Ch’och. It is from this mobilizing discourse that struggles to defend access to and 

control over territorial land resources are embedded in the wider claim to govern land resources 

and populations under a different, non-extractivist rationale. Q’eqchi’ groups and grassroots 

organizations search for a more dynamic engagement with militant rural social movements as a 

tactic to gather support, and augment the political impact of their struggle beyond the local 

fronts. Though also non tension-free, this tactic has been considered a mutually beneficial and 

learning experience. Q’eqchi’ and other Guatemalan peoples’ place-based practices of resistance 

allow for the relocalization and base-amplification of militant rural social movements, as well as 

for an intersectional mobilizing discourse and a more comprehensive claim for different life 

projects. 
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